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Co-Sponsor the House Resolve providing for the creation of a special 
commission relative to shifting Federal spending away from renewing, 
modernizing, and expanding United States nuclear weapons and towards 
meeting the transportation infrastructure needs of the 50 states. 
 

Federal disinvestment has undermined 
the nation’s transportation infrastructure 

Modernizing Mass. transportation, roads, bridges, 
water supplies and other infrastructure depends on 
major increases in federal investment. Instead the 
government is proposing to use our tax dollars for 
continued nuclear weapons development. To finance 
this thousand billion dollar expense the government 
will increase the national debt, but also severely cut 
programs for civilian domestic investment, notably 
desperately needed investments in transportation infrastructure  

The World's Most Dangerous Weapons 

 Nuclear weapons have the potential to wreak unprecedented destruction upon the world. The 
hydrogen bombs currently deployed in the U.S. arsenal have at least 700 times the destructive capacity 
of the atomic bombs dropped on Hiroshima and Nagasaki. Even a limited nuclear war with these 
weapons would produce irreparable damage, killing tens of millions of people directly and many more 
indirectly due to the fallout and nuclear winter that would inevitably ensue. Nevertheless, the United 
States maintains over 1,900 operationalized nuclear warheads on hair trigger alert, in addition to 4,700 
in stockpiles.  

The Administration's Plan to Upgrade the Nuclear Arsenal at Enormous Cost to Taxpayers 

The government has embarked upon a costly $Trillion dollar plan to upgrade the nuclear triad. 
If the program continues on its current trajectory, it will include upgrades to the three nuclear 
weapons delivery systems (strategic bombers, ballistic missile submarines (SSBNs), and 
intercontinental ballistic missiles (ICBMs)).   

We need to shift our tax dollars to support critical Transportation and Infrastructure needs! This 
Resolve will begin the process by establishing a Commission to make clear the budget choices. 
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Background on the “Build Bridges, Not Bombs” Initiative 

Real National Security – Modernizing Transportation and Infrastructure 

The enormous financial investment needed to bring our transit systems, highways, bridges and 
ports into the 21st century have been well-documented by the National Society of Civil Engineers and 
many other groups. The only realistic source of such funds is the Congressional budget. In fact, the 
diversion of civilian investment to war machinery and weapons purchases are a major reason the US 
lags so far behind in its transportation infrastructure. 

Nuclear Upgrades Will Make us Less Safe 

Nuclear Weapons upgrades are perceived as incredibly provocative by potential adversaries. It 
is therefore very likely that U.S. nuclear modernization will elicit a new arms race, leaving all parties 
less secure. Many of the proposed upgrades to nuclear weapons delivery systems are deeply 
unsettling. The Long Range Standoff Weapon, a new nuclear-armed cruise missile, has evoked 
consternation from defense analysts who see the weapon as destabilizing. Comparable concerns have 
been raised over the plan to equip the new F-35 fighter/bomber with the ability to carry nuclear 
weapons. Both of these delivery system upgrades are highly provocative and increase the likelihood of 
accidents, inadvertent escalation, and ultimately incidental nuclear war with China and Russia.  

Cost of the Nuclear Weapons Upgrade Program 

Three independent estimates have each put the total cost of the U.S. nuclear weapons modernization 
program at $1 trillion over the span of three decades. Between 2021 and 2035, the program will cost 
roughly $18 billion a year (in FY2016 dollars), raising nuclear weapons’ share of military spending from 
the current 3% to 7%. One function of the proposed Commission would be to identify the potential 
increase in federal budget transportation and infrastructure outlays that would come to 
Massachusetts, if the upgrades were cancelled. 

Some of the most costly aspects of the program include 12 new SSNB (X) submarines at $347 billion, 
the Ground Based Strategic Deterrent (GBSD) at $62 billion, the Long Range Strike Bomber (LRS-B) at 
$42 billion, and the Long Range Standoff Weapon (LRSO) at $25 billion. On top of the delivery systems, 
roughly $65 billion has been allocated to warhead modernization efforts, and $52 billion will be 
earmarked for improvements to the nuclear weapons command and control systems.  

Are There Efforts Underway to Cancel the Nuclear Weapons Upgrades?  

The SANE Act (S. 1235 and H.R. 2668 last session), sponsored by Senator Ed Markey [D-MA] and 
congressman Earl Blumenauer [D-OR], would prohibit funds for the development of the new Long 
Range Penetrating Bomber, prohibit funds for the F-35 nuclear mission, restrict the cost of nuclear 
warhead modernization, terminate the SSNB (X) program, and terminate many of the new production 
facilities. Collectively, these cuts would reduce the cost of nuclear modernization by $100 billion 
throughout the next decade, or roughly one third of the anticipated budget. Sen. Markey, Rep. Jim 
McGovern, and Rep. Katherine Clark have declared their support so far.  
 


